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TO; FCDNA, ATTN; LTC Burke; FCZ 

SUBJECT; Enewetak History Y Maintenand of the 

Headquarters 
Defense Nuclear Agency , 
Loaistics Directorate 

Washington, DC. 20305 

22 Ott 79 

RunPt Crater Cap 

Enclosed Is a paper’on above subject to be 

fncluded i'n tlie'Enewet& HIstory, _ 

Gw2& 
Dtr&or'for Logistics End 
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. 22 October 1979 

SUBJECT: Enewetak History - Maintenance of 
9 

the Runit Crater Cap 

1. The Corps of Engineers in their message 1721302 Sep 79, Subject: "DA 
Permit PODCO-0-1300-S", requested information from DNA on their intention of 
maintenance of the crater cap and other improvements on Runit island under 
Permit 1300-S. 

2. DNA, in negotiating with the Corps of Engineers,(COE) for a permit to 
construct the crater cap, maintained the position that once the cleanup 
project is completed the JTG would be disestablished and DNA maintenance of 
the improvements will end. Standard Section g of the permit, requiring 
maintenance of the improvements was dropped from the permit by the COE and 
substituted therefore was Special Condition I, requiring maintenance of the 
improvements only until the successful completion of the cleanup project. 
DNA position remains the same to this date. 

, 

3. DNA, from the very inception of the project, never had any intention of 
maintaininq the crater cap or improvements on Runit. General Johnson, 
previous Director of DNA, at a 25 February 1975 Enewetak DEIS Review 
Conference, in response to the'following question by William 0. Forster, DOE, 
on maintenance of the Runit Crater, "if this crater containment breaks up 
in time, who is responsible to right the wrong?" was quoted by Mr. Forster as 
follows: "lhe answer was so obvious, Lt. Gen. Johnson didn't even pause to 
consider why the question was asked. He quickly indicated it was the USA's 
responsibility, not DNA's as they were out of it once they satisfied their 
cleanup respOnSibilitieS." 
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